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1. Role of the PIRC  

 
Sections 34 and 35 of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 (“the Act”) 
provide that the Police Investigations and Review Commissioner (“the PIRC”) may examine the 
manner in which particular kinds of complaints are dealt with by Police Scotland and the Scottish 
Police Authority.  Through agreements with UK police bodies operating in Scotland, the PIRC may 
also examine the manner in which these bodies deal with complaints.  The PIRC cannot review 
complaints of criminal behaviour against police officers or police staff, or complaints made by persons 
serving, or who have served with the police, about the terms and conditions of their service. 
 
In performing this review function, the PIRC obtains information from the police body which dealt with 
the complaint.  This information is considered together with information provided by the person who 
made the complaint (“the applicant”).  An assessment is then made as to whether in all the 
circumstances the complaint was dealt with to a reasonable standard.  Among the factors taken into 
account when making this assessment are the following: 

 
 

 whether sufficient enquiries into the complaint have been carried out by the policing body; 
 

 whether the policing body’s response to the complaint is supported by all material  information 
available; 
 

 whether in dealing with the complaint the policing body has adhered to all relevant policies,  
 procedures and legal provisions; 

 

 whether the policing body’s response to the complaint is adequately reasoned; and 
 

 where the complaint has resulted in the policing body identifying measures necessary to improve 
its service, whether these measures are adequate and have been implemented. 

 
 
2. Key findings 

 
The applicant’s complaints arose from the action taken by officers in response to various incidents 
reported to them by his estranged wife. Eight complaints were reviewed, namely that:  
 

1) on 22/01/2016, the applicant was unlawfully arrested and that Police Scotland deployed   
 disproportionate resources to do so;  
 

2) between 22/01/2016 and 25/01/2016, within the custody facilities at a Police Station, 
 the applicant was not afforded adequate care including not being given the 
 opportunity to brush his teeth or exercise; 
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3) on 18/12/2016, the applicant was unnecessarily detained following unsubstantiated 
 allegations of threats/intimidation by his ex-partner who is a serving police officer; 

 
4) on 18/12/2016, having been detained, police officers failed to explain to the applicant 

 the process, the grounds for detention, and the procedures likely to be undertaken 
 thereafter; 

 
5) on 18/12/2016, having been detained, police officers were uncivil to the applicant, 

 telling him to “shut up”; were disinterested/dismissive of his point of view; and handcuffed 
 him unnecessarily in front of others; 

 
6) between January and December 2016, Police Scotland caused a delay in presenting 

 evidence for court, causing several adjournments, with the evidence – once produced – 
 leading to an immediate acquittal;  

 
7) Police Scotland pursued prosecutions without reasonable or probable cause for a 

 period of 12 months; and 
 

8) between 01/07/2016 and 07/12/2016, an officer caused police officers to attend at 
 the applicant’s parent’s address; telephoned him to warn him about his actions in 
 relation to his wife; and later telephoned him again in relation to his conduct towards 
 his wife. 

 
 
The review has found that three of the complaints have been handled to a reasonable standard and five 
have not. A reconsideration direction has been made, with a learning point being identified and an 
additional observation being given.  
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3. Background 

 
The applicant was married to, but now separated from, Mrs A - a serving police sergeant.  
 
Following their separation, Mrs A has contacted the police on a number of occasions regarding the 
applicant’s alleged conduct. 
 
On 22 January 2016, Mrs A contacted the police to report an incident whereby she alleged that the 
applicant had attended her home address, knocked on her door aggressively, and had shouted. Mrs 
A’s mother was with her at the time of incident - both of whom provided statements to this effect to the 
attending officers. The applicant was thereafter detained under Section 14 of the Criminal Procedure 
Scotland Act 1995 and interviewed under caution. Upon conclusion of the interview, the applicant was 
arrested and formally charged with an alleged contravention of Section 38 of the Criminal Justice and 
Licensing (Scotland) Act 1995, and was held in custody at the police office pending his appearance at 
court. The Crown Office and Procurator Fiscals Service (COPFS) confirmed that the case against the 
applicant proceeded to trial, however the trial was adjourned on several occasions before the applicant 
was eventually found not guilty.  
 
On 18 December 2016, Mrs A contacted the police and reported her concerns that the applicant was on 
her street when she believed he had no reason to be there. The applicant was again detained by 
officers; escorted to the local police office; and interviewed for an alleged contravention of Section 38 of 
the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 1995. Enquiries were carried out and the applicant 
was interviewed under caution. However, on this occasion, the applicant was not arrested nor charged 
and was subsequently released from custody. 
 
The applicant submitted several complaints to Police Scotland in writing in a letter dated 9 January 
2017. Inspector B was appointed the enquiry officer. The applicant received a response to his 
complaints in a letter from Chief Inspector C dated 17 July 2017. 
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4. The Review 

 
Complaint 1: Unlawfully arrested 

 
The applicant complained that on 22 January 2016, he was unlawfully arrested and that a 
disproportionate number of resources were deployed by Police Scotland to do so.  
 
Police Handling of Complaint 1  
 

Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“I can confirm that on 22 January 2016 Police Scotland received a report of an incident in 
[named area]. It was reported you had attended at an address and conducted yourself in a 
manner that caused fear and alarm to the occupants of a residential property…The 
attending officers have provided statements. They confirm they spoke to the persons who 
contacted police who informed them they had been scared by your behaviour. The officers 
who spoke to them were of the opinion they appeared credible witnesses.  
 
Having sufficient information to suggest that the crime of threatening and abusive conduct 
(Section 38(1) of the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010) had taken place, 
they requested their colleagues detain you on suspicion of having committed such an 
offence to allow enquiries commence and for you to be interviewed in connection with the 
allegation.  
 

After noting statements from the persons who contacted police and interviewed you, the 
enquiry officer was satisfied there was sufficient evidence to report you in respect of the 
allegation made to police. Following your detention and subsequent arrest I am aware you 
were kept in police custody for a court appearance on the next lawful day which in that case 
was Monday 25 January 2016. 
 
In respect of the allegation about a disproportionate amount of resources having been 
deployed I have confirmed two pairs of officers were deployed to this incident, one pair 
spoke to the persons who contacted police and the other pair supporting them by dealing 
with you on their behalf.  
 

Having considered the foregoing information I am satisfied the officers had sufficient 

grounds to initially detain and thereafter arrest you in respect of the allegation made to 
police. Furthermore I am satisfied a proportionate number of resources were deployed to 
deal with this incident. I have not upheld this allegation.” 
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Consideration of Complaint 1  
 
There are two aspects to the applicant’s complaint: (i) that he was unlawfully arrested;  and (ii) that the 
police deployed disproportionate resources to do so. Both aspects will be considered individually. 
 
(i) Unlawful arrest 
 
As stated in the response, officers attended an incident reported by the applicant’s ex-partner, Mrs A. 
At this time, statements were obtained from Mrs A and her mother. Within their respective statements, 
both Mrs A and her mother said that they had been scared by the applicant’s conduct, and alleged that 
he had shouted through the letter box and banged on Mrs A’s front door aggressively. 
 
As reflected in the response, the statements provided by Mrs A and her mother resulted in the applicant 
being detained under Section 14 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 for an alleged 
contravention of Section 38 of the Criminal Justice and Licensing Scotland Act 2010. The applicant was 
subsequently interviewed, following which the reporting officer determined that based on the 
corroborative witness statements, a sufficiency of evidence existed in order to arrest and charge him for 
the alleged offence. The applicant was then arrested and held in custody to appear at court. 
 
Having reviewed the correspondence submitted to the PIRC, the applicant’s dissatisfaction in this 
respect related to the fact that, during the criminal proceedings against him, evidence came to light that  
allegedly disproved the version of events provided by the witnesses that had resulted in his arrest in the 
first instance. Within his application to the PIRC, the applicant referred to a recording of the incident 
that was played during the court proceedings. It is noted that this recording is not mentioned in the 
initial report submitted to the COPFS, and instead was submitted to the COPFS by the reporting officer, 
Constable D, in a subject report dated 23 March 2016. 
 
It is noted that within the subject report, Constable D clearly stated that he had listened to the recording 
and concluded that although the applicant could be heard knocking on the door, he did not do so in an 
aggressive manner. Constable D also made clear within the subject report that although the applicant 
could be heard asking Mrs A for his keys, he did so in a manner that was calm and was not aggressive. 
As such, the available evidence suggested that the reporting officer  - Constable D - had clearly relayed 
to the COPFS the content of the recording, and clearly articulated the fact that it suggested the 
applicant had not behaved aggressively. The recording clearly supported the applicant’s position, there 
is nothing in the evidence to suggest that the officers had listened to this recording prior to arresting the 
applicant on 22 January 2016. Similarly, there is nothing contained within the report nor the statements 
to suggest that Mrs A had made the officers aware that she had recorded the incident prior to the 
applicant’s arrest. Instead, the officers were presented with two witness statements; both of which 
clearly recorded that they had been alarmed by the aforementioned conduct. It is possible therefore 
that the statements of Mrs A and her mother was the only available evidence at the time; and therefore 
provided the sufficiency of evidence necessary to arrest the applicant for an alleged contravention of 
Section 38 of the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act. 
 
Nevertheless, given that the content of the recording clearly supported the applicant’s position, and 
suggested that an offence might not have occurred in the first instance, it is considered that the Police 
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Scotland should have clarified exactly a) when the information that this recording existed was received 
by the officer investigating the alleged offence, and b) when was the recording listened to/examined by 
the investigating officers 
 
It is therefore considered that the complaint enquiry in this respect was insufficient: 
 
(ii) Disproportionate resources 
 
The response explained that two pairs of officers had been deployed in response to the incident: one 
pair were sent to speak with the witnesses - Mrs A and her mother; and the second pair to deal with the 
applicant. Chief Inspector C thereafter formed the opinion that a proportionate number of resources had 
been deployed to deal with the incident. 
 
The accounts of the officers tasked with attending the incident support Chief Inspector C’s position. 
Similarly, the PIRC agrees with Police Scotland’s position that the number of resources deployed on 
this occasion was not excessive. 
 
It is considered that the response to this aspect of the complaint is adequately reasoned and is 
supported by the material evidence available. 
 
However, as the enquiry in respect of (i) was insufficient, it is concluded, overall,  that this complaint 
was not handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland which is 
detailed at the end of the report. 
 
Complaint 2: Inadequate care in custody 
 
The applicant complained that he was not afforded adequate care when in police custody, including  
given the opportunity to brush his teeth or to exercise. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 2 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“You alleged that you were denied basic needs such as brushing your teeth and exercising 
whilst kept in custody for 65 hours.  
 
The custody Inspector has carried out a review following receipt of your complaint. He found 
that following your arrest you were visited regularly within the appropriate timescales 
required, you were provided with food, water and hot drinks at various times as well as toilet 
roll and reading materials on request.  
 
You requested an opportunity to have a wash at 2045 hours on Saturday 23 January 2016. 

I understand this was facilitated some two hours later at which time you could have had the 
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opportunity to brush your teeth if you had asked as there are disposable brushes available 
within the custody suite. There is no record of you having asked to brush your teeth at any 
stage. 
 
I note that a further request to wash on the Sunday morning was refused due to custody 
staff availability issues. Unfortunately owing to the level of demand within the custody suite I 
am informed this did not happen.  
 
Paragraph 19.1.1 of the Police Scotland Care & Welfare of Persons in Police Custody 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) states, `The general principle in relation to custody 
care is to grant any reasonable request which does not interfere with operational 
requirements or security. In particular, basic human dignity is to be respected." Note - There 
is not a requirement upon PSOS to provide persons in police custody with an opportunity to 
exercise.  
 

Unfortunately, the request that you made to have a wash would have impacted on security 

given the unavailability of staff to facilitate the request at that time. I am therefore satisfied 
your needs were considered and seen to when in custody and within the Police Scotland 

SOP. I have not upheld this allegation.” 
 
Consideration of Complaint 2  
 
As stated in the response, it is clear that the applicant has made several requests during his time in 
custody that were facilitated by custody staff. Furthermore, and as reflected in the response, there is no 
record on his cell sheet to suggest that he had requested to brush his teeth. 
 
However, there is a record of the applicant having asked for an opportunity to wash himself. This  was 
refused. The response explained that this refusal was considered to be reasonable in the 
circumstances owing to the fact there were no staff available. Chief Inspector C explained that to 
facilitate the applicant’s request in this particular occasion might have impacted upon operational 
requirements and security given the lack of staff. 
 
That said, paragraph 13.10.1 of the Care and Welfare of Persons in Police Custody Standard Operating 
Procedure (Care and Welfare SOP) states: 
 

“Where an arrested person is to be detained in custody for more than a full day, he/she is to 
be offered facilities to wash and/or shave at least once per day.” 

 
Accordingly, whilst the PIRC accepts that there may have been no staff available to facilitate the 
applicant’s request at that time, the refusal of this request is not in line with Police Scotland’s own 
standard operating procedure, which clearly states that custodies should be afforded the opportunity to 
wash at least once per day. 
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It is therefore considered that the response is inadequately reasoned and fails to properly reflect the 
relevant standard operating procedures. 
 
It is therefore concluded that this complaint was not handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland which is 
detailed at the end of the report. 
 
 
Complaint 3: Unnecessarily detained 
 
The applicant complained that on 18 December 2016, he was unnecessarily detained following 
unsubstantiated allegations of threats/intimidation made by his ex-partner who is a serving police 
officer. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 3 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“Section 14 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 provides that where a constable 
has reasonable grounds for suspecting that a person has committed or is committing an 
offence punishable by imprisonment, the constable may for the purpose of facilitating the 
carrying out of investigations:- (a)into the offence; and (b) as to whether criminal 
proceedings should be instigated against the person, detain that person and take him as 
quickly as is reasonably practicable to a police station or other premises and may thereafter 
for that purpose take him to any other place and, subject to the following provisions of this 
section, the detention may continue at the police station or, as the case may be, the other 
premises or place.  
 
Officers have provided statements in which they confirmed they received a report from your 
estranged wife reporting an allegation of criminal behaviour on your part (police ref no 

NE/18683/16 refers). They have assessed your behaviour as having potentially 
contravened section 38(1) of the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 
(threatening and abusive behaviour). As such the police have a duty to investigate such a 

report and part of this investigation can involve the suspect being detained on suspicion of 
having committed such a crime as was the case here. 
 

Having reviewed the statements provided by the officers concerned, I am satisfied they 
received a report that a crime was committed and have thereafter acted upon this 
information by detaining you in police custody until further enquiries were carried out. Given 
the circumstances the officers were lawfully entitled to detain you to allow an investigation 
be carried out and I have not upheld this allegation.” 
 

Consideration of Complaint 3  
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Although not expressly stated in the response, a person commits an offence under Section 38 of the 
Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 if- 
 

(a)  they behave in a threatening and abusive manner; 
(b)  if that behaviour would be likely to cause a reasonable person to suffer fear and  
  alarm; and 
(c)  if they intend by that behaviour to cause fear and alarm or are reckless as to whether 
  the behaviour would cause fear and alarm. 

 
The response in this connection reasoned that the officers were justified in their decision to detain the 
applicant as they had reasonable cause to suspect that he had committed an offence under this 
legislation. 
 
Having reviewed the available evidence, including the incident log; the statement provided by Mrs A; 
and the statements of both Constables E and F who detained the applicant; the belief that the applicant 
might have committed an offence under this section of the Act was instigated by  Mrs A contacting the 
police and relaying the information that the applicant was at the rear of her property and had passed by 
her house twice 
 
It is considered that the circumstances of this incident are different to that considered under complaint 
1. This is due to the fact that in this particular incident, there was no physical and/or verbal altercation 
between the applicant and Mrs A Instead, the relevant incident log has been updated to the effect that 
the potential offence had been investigated by virtue of Mrs A feeling threatened by the mere presence 
of the applicant near her home address. 
 
Whilst it may be the case that Mrs A was indeed alarmed by the applicant’s presence near her home, 
the feelings of an individual and/or their perception of the alleged suspect’s behaviour does not 
necessarily suggest that an offence has been committed. The criteria stated above suggests that the 
behaviour must have a likelihood of causing a reasonable person fear or alarm. Undoubtedly, 
circumstances exist when the behaviour described by Mrs A could amount to an offence in the context 
of repeated instances of domestic abuse and/or potential a fear of physical retribution by the victim; 
however,  the response to the applicant has not explored whether such circumstances were present in 
this case. In addition, although the PIRC notes that there was an on-going court case for which the 
applicant was in the area, this related to an incident reported some 11 months previously and the 
applicant was not subject to any special bail conditions or any court order to prevent him from being in 
the area.  
 
It is also noted that Constable E spoke with Mrs A initially  by telephone and she allegedly described 
the applicant as walking back and forth at the rear of her address, staring into her house. However, this 
is not the behaviour described by Mrs A in her formal statement. Notably, this statement was not 
obtained until some two hours after the applicant was detained.  
 
Although, in some instances, it might be necessary to move  immediately to tracing and detaining an 
individual if circumstances are such that it is clear an offence has been committed or if the suspect is 
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continuing to present a threat to the victim, the response has not considered if this immediate and direct 
course of action was proportionate and justified in the particular circumstances of this case.  
 
It is also observed that on 20 December 2016 the incident log has been updated to reflect that the 
incident would not be recorded as crime, as “there is no evidence of threatening or abusive behaviour”. 
This indicates that the conduct complained about by Mrs A and later described by her in her witness 
statement was assessed by Police Scotland as not amounting to abusive or threatening behaviour as 
defined by the statute. Accordingly, the final response to the applicant does not reflect all of the 
available evidence and is not adequately reasoned. 
 
For the reasons specified above, it is considered that the response is inadequately reasoned. 
 
It is therefore concluded that this complaint has not  been handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland which is 
detailed at the end of the report. 
 
 
Complaint 4: Procedures not explained 
 
The applicant complained that having been detained on 18 December 2016, officers failed to explain 
the process, grounds for detention, and the procedures likely to be taken thereafter. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 4 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“Witness statements have been provided by the officers concerned. They recall 
approaching you and after establishing your identity they recall the lead officer explaining to 
you that the police had received a complaint from your estranged wife and that you were 
being detained on suspicion of having committed an offence contrary to Section 38 of the 
Criminal Justice & Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010 namely threatening and abusive 
behaviour. Both officers recall you being cautioned at common law after which you made a 
comment to them in reply.  
 
Whilst I acknowledge that your position is that all you heard was the phrase "section 14" 
used, per your letter, I can see from the statements taken from your parents at the time and 
through later clarification with Inspector [B] contacting them that this was a highly charged 
situation where your parents recall wording used by the police to include that they just 
wanted to talk to you, you told the police they were there to arrest you and that you became 
frustrated and shouted whilst both recall the police mentioning Section 38 or 39 and using 
the words fear and alarm. Your father was also aware that you were being taken to [named] 
Police Station from that point.  
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From the available information it is clear to me that on being approached on the given date 
by the police officers both you and your parents were upset at being subjected to yet more 
police involvement following the matters that preceded that date. This appears to have led 

to a confrontational situation where those present recall differing views and memories of 
what they saw and heard. 
 
The two police officers have provided witness statements detailing the fact that you were 
clearly told the piece of legislation for which you being detained and for what reason. In 
contrast you dispute what they have said commenting that they have passed limited 
information to you about what was happening.  
 
There is clearly a difference in the account provided by you and the two police officers. 

Taking into account the statements from the two police officers, I am satisfied they have 
attempted to pass this information to you. I am of the opinion you may not have heard it 
during what was a heated situation for which reason I have not upheld this allegation.” 

 
Consideration of Complaint 4  
 
The response accurately reflects the accounts provided by Constables E and F; both of whom record 
that the applicant was cautioned and told that he was being detained under Section 14 of the Criminal 
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 for a potential contravention of Section 38 of the Criminal Justice and 
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010. Although not expressly stated in the response, Constable F also 
recorded within his account that he had told the applicant that he was being taken to a specific police 
station so as to allow the officers to carry out further enquiries. Constable F’s account is somewhat 
supported by that provided by Constable E, the latter of whom said  that the applicant was told that he 
would be taken to a specific police office and afforded his rights to solicitor access upon arrival. 
 
As reflected in the response, Inspector B sought accounts from Mrs G and Mr H - the applicant’s 
parents – whilst investigating the complaints.  These accounts were obtained via telephone.  Inspector 
B thereafter emailed a summary of the conversation he had with Mrs G and Mr H. It is noted that Mrs G 
and Mr H both confirmed that the content of the email was an accurate representation of their 
respective conversations. Having reviewed the content of the emails, it is noted that both Mrs G and Mr 
H speak to the officers mentioning Sections 38 or 39, and the words “fear and alarm”. As such, and as 
explained within the response, Mrs G and Mr H’s accounts provide some support to Police Scotland’s 
position that the officers had explained to the applicant the reason for his detention.  
 
Accordingly, the material evidence available would tend to support Police Scotland’s position that the 
applicant was told of the reasons for his detention and the processes thereafter. It is therefore 
considered that Chief Inspector C is justified in his decision to not uphold the applicant’s complaint. 
 
It is therefore concluded that this complaint has been handled to a reasonable standard. No further 
action is required. 
 
 
Complaint 5: Incivility 
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The applicant complained that, having been detained on 18 December 2016, police officers were uncivil 
to him; told him to “shut up”; were disinterested/dismissive of his point of view; and handcuffed him 
unnecessarily in front of others. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 5 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“In your letter you detail how the arresting officer told you and your mother to shut up before 
placing you in handcuffs. You advised that you did not offer up physical resistance at any 
stage and state that one officer was abrasive and extremely confrontational from the start.  
 

In contrast the two police officers have provided statements in which they repeatedly 
attempted to explain matters. They state you would not listen to them for which reason they 
took hold of you and led you to the police vehicle. The enquiry officer stated that he 

attempted to speak to you but that you continually spoke over him.  
 
In respect of you being handcuffed, the use of handcuffs is included with annual officer 
safety training. There is not a policy every subject will be handcuffed. The primary reason 
for handcuffing is safety. The use of rigid handcuffs will be at the discretion of an individual 
officer, based upon their judgement of the circumstances.  
 
From the information provided there was considerable tension when you were detained and 
handcuffed. Also, it is clear that the officers dealing with you were forced to repeat 
themselves on a number of occasions due to the strained situation where feelings were 
running high and the officer's messages were not being fully received.  
 
One officer speaks to you flailing your arms and becoming agitated. The second officer 
speaks to you struggling and attempting to remove yourself from their grip. Having been 

detained and taken into police custody, I am satisfied the use of handcuffs on this occasion 
was commensurate to the circumstances faced by the two officers. 
 
On being detained, it is also apparent to me that both you and your parents clearly heard 
the detaining officer utter the phrase "shut up" towards you and your parents. The officer 
himself cannot recall the exact wording used. He does recall having to adopt a firm 
response due to the noise levels present and constant interruptions the officers referred to 
during the detention process.  
 
The use of such language in certain unique circumstances may be considered necessary in 
response to certain acts directed towards the police but in this scenario it was unnecessary 
to direct such a phrase towards your parents who were actively seeking information as to 
what was happening with you on that day.  
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I have arranged for the officer to be counselled on the matter and advised in the strongest 
terms regarding the appropriate use of language when dealing with members of the public 
and with regards to the comments made I apologise unreservedly for any offence caused.  
 

In respect of the allegation that the officers were disinterested/dismissive when speaking to 
you, I can find no evidence to support such comments. Solely on the basis an officer has 
used inappropriate language, I have upheld this allegation.” 

 
Consideration of Complaint 5  
 

There are two aspects to the applicant’s complaint: (i) that officers told him to “shut up” and were 
dismissive/disinterested in his point of view; and (ii) that officers handcuffed him unnecessarily in front 
of others. 
 
(i) Incivility 
 
The response referred to the accounts provided by the applicant and his parents (Mrs G and Mr H) - all 
of whom recorded that whilst detaining the applicant, Constable F had used the phrase “shut up”. The 
response also referred to Constable F’s account, within which he had recorded that although he did not 
remember the exact wording he used; he admitted that he had adopted a firm manner when dealing 
with the applicant. 
 
Based on the accounts provided, the response acknowledged that the use of this language by 
Constable F was not necessary. Chief Inspector C thereafter offered the applicant an apology and 
advised that Constable F would be offered corrective advice in this respect. This course of action is 
confirmed by a file note contained within the complaints case-file and provided to the PIRC as part of 
the review. 
 
In response to the applicant’s concern that the officers were dismissive and disinterested in his point of 
view, Chief Inspector C has stated that there was no evidence to support this position.  
 
However, having reviewed the statements provided by both Constables E and F, it is noted that neither 
of them have specifically addressed this allegation. That said, it is noted that both officers have 
recorded that the applicant had repeatedly spoken over them whilst they were trying to explain the 
nature of the allegation made against him, and that it was this particular behaviour that had prompted 
Constable F to adopt a firmer approach with the applicant. Whilst it is not specifically addressed by 
either officer, of note is that there is nothing contained within their respective accounts to suggest the 
officers were purposefully dismissive and/or disinterested in the applicant’s point of view. Rather, the 
evidence available would tend to suggest that the officers were faced with a heated and difficult 
situation that they had tried to defuse. 
 
It is therefore considered that the response to this aspect of the complaint is adequately reasoned and 
is supported by the material evidence available. 
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(ii) use of handcuffs 
 
The response to the applicant explained that the decision to use handcuffs is at the discretion of an 
officer and will be based on their judgement/assessment of the circumstances at the time. The 
response to this aspect of the complaint thereafter referred to the accounts provided by Constables E 
and F - the officers who handcuffed the applicant. Constables E and F both recorded that the applicant 
had offered a level of resistance. Based on the accounts provided by the officers, Chief Inspector C 
reasoned that the use of the handcuffs on this occasion had been justified. Of note is that the accounts 
of both Constables E and F in this respect have been accurately reflected within the response 
 

Although not expressly addressed in the response, part of the applicant’s complaint in this regard was 
that he was handcuffed in a public place and in view of others. However, the PIRC has noted that 
Constables E and F have recorded within their respective accounts that the applicant had specifically 
requested that his interaction with them take place in a café so that other people were present. It is 
considered that in addressing this aspect of the complaint, the police response would have been 
strengthened if it had referred to this account provided by both officers within their statements.  
 
It therefore is considered that the response provided by Chief Inspector C has adequately explained 
why the handcuffs were applied and is supported by the statements provided by both officers.  
 
That said, it is considered that this complaint included two aspects; both of which were capable of being 
upheld independently of one another. Nevertheless, the reasoning adopted in the response is 
supported by the material evidence available. As the overall complaint was upheld and the applicant 
has been offered an apology, it is considered that this complaint has been handled to a reasonable 
standard. 
 
No further action is required in this connection. 
 
 
Complaint 6: Unreasonable delay 
 
The applicant complained that between January 2016 and December 2016, the police delayed 
presenting evidence for court that resulted in several adjournments. Furthermore, the applicant 
complained  that once the evidence was produced to the court, it led to his immediate acquittal. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 6 
 

Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“Following your arrest on 23 January 2016 you were kept in custody until Monday 25 
January when a police custody report was sent to the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal 
Service (COPFS) detailing the charge for consideration against you based on the evidence 
available at that time.  
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You were granted bail and released from court following which COPFS contacted the 
reporting officer requesting full statements to be submitted from civilian and police 
witnesses. This was addressed and the last statement was transmitted on 15 March 2016 to 
COPFS.  
 
As you are aware, an audio recording was given to the police by your wife who stated that 
this recording was made at the time of your attendance at her home on 22 January 2016.  
 
This recording was entered into evidence and on 23 March the reporting officer sent a 
subject report to COPFS informing them of the existence and contents of the recording. The 
report documenting this information arrived with COPFS on 24 March 2016. They requested 
a copy of the actual recording to be sent to them.  
 
On 22 March 2016 at an intermediate hearing at the court, a defence motion was put 

forward to adjourn the case. No reason was given by the defence agent and the next 
hearing was adjourned until 5 April 2016. 

 
At the next hearing on 5 April 2016, a further defence motion was put forward requesting an 
adjournment due to the defence agent being on holiday, this was granted by the court and 
the next hearing adjourned until 29 June 2016.  
 
Prior to the next hearing, a further request was put forward from the defence team 
requesting another adjournment to allow their principal agent to attend and again this was 
granted by the court and the next hearing date set for 12 October 2016.  
 
On receiving a witness citation for the 12 October a witness contacted the National Enquiry 
Line to state they were not available for that date due to it falling within the school holidays 
so an accelerated hearing was called for the 18 August 2016 when a Crown motion was put 
forward requesting the next hearing be adjourned due to the fact an essential Crown 
witness would not be available for the 12 October hearing. This was granted by the court 
and the trial was adjourned until the 15 December 2016.  
 
On 30 November 2016, COPFS sent a request to the reporting officer to have the voice 
recording sent to them. Arrangements were made and the recording was sent to COPFS 
who received the disk containing the recording on 12 December 2016.  
 

On 15 December 2016, the Procurator Fiscal contacted the reporting officer to say that the 

disk containing the recording would not play in court and requested a further copy be sent 

through. This was done by the reporting officer prior to the next hearing of the case on 21 
December 2016. 
 
As you can see from the above information, following your arrest and initial court 
appearance, the reporting officer had submitted all statements pertaining to the case as well 
as securing the voice recording and informing COPFS of it's[sic] existence and contents all 
by the 23 March 2016, nearly 9 months before the trial began and all but one of the delays 
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were instigated by defence motions for a number of different reasons unconnected with the 
police.  
 
Once the voice recording was requested and then found to be defective during the first 
sitting of the trial, a replacement was quickly obtained by the police and submitted to 
COPFS before the trial concluded on the 21 December 2016.  
 
Having considered the foregoing information I am satisfied legal proceedings were not 

delayed in anyway by police and all documents submitted timeously. I have not upheld this 
allegation.” 

 
Consideration of Complaint 6  
 
As stated in the response, there were several adjournments prior to the trial being partly heard on 21 
December 2016. Of note is that the adjournments appeared to primarily be related to the unavailability 
of a witness for the trial; and the COPFS having made a request for the disc containing the audio 
recording to be forwarded to their office.  
 
Having reviewed the applicant’s correspondence with Police Scotland and the content of his application 
to the PIRC, it is considered that his primary concern related to the delay in producing the audio disc in 
Court as evidence. As stated in the response to address complaint 1, the existence of the audio 
recording was communicated to the COPFS by Constable D on 23 March 2016, and the disc was 
lodged as a production at the police office on the same date. 
 
However, the request for the disc to be brought to the COPFS office was not made by the COPFS until 
30 November 2016, following which arrangements were made by the police to deliver the disc 
accordingly. It therefore appears that any subsequent delay was related to the fact the disc would not 
play, with arrangements being made for a replacement copy to be produced. The response in this 
respect is supported by the account provided by Constable D. Constable D confirmed that he had been 
contacted by the COPFS advising that the disc was not working, and that he consequently provided a 
second disc to the COPFS prior to the applicant’s next court appearance. 
 
Accordingly, without any evidence that Police Scotland had caused the delay, it is considered that Chief 
Inspector C is justified in his decision not to uphold the complaint. 
 
It is therefore considered that the response is adequately reasoned and is supported by the material 
evidence available. 

 
It is concluded that this complaint has been handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
No further action is required. 
 
 
Complaint 7: Pursued allegations 
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The applicant complained that that, for a period of 12 months, the police pursued allegations/false 
reports made by his ex-partner without probable cause. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 7 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
 

“The allegations made to Police Scotland by your wife were each investigated 
independently on the evidence contained and available to the investigating officers at the 
time. When reports are received by the police from an apparently credible witness then we 
are duty bound to investigate the details reported and establish if there is any criminality 
present or in non-criminal matters, any threat to life, property or public order. Having 
reviewed the occasions where your wife contacted the police to either report concerns for 
you I make the following observations:  
 
On 7 January 2016 police were contacted after concerned was expressed for your welfare. 
You were spoken to by officers and voluntarily accompanied them to [named] Hospital for 
support/assessment…On 22 January 2016 you were detained and subsequently arrested 
as detailed earlier in this letter and the evidence was obtained, reviewed and assessed as 
being apparently credible and a report submitted to COPFS for their consideration.  
 
On 18 December 2016 police were contacted in respect of an incident where it was alleged 

you caused fear and alarm to the occupants of a property. There was no reason to suspect 

the information passed to police was anything other than credible. Again, you were detained 
by police officers and evidence was obtained, reviewed and assessed. On the completion of 

enquiries the assessment was that there was insufficient evidence to support a crime report 

to COPFS and you were released without charge. 
 
There are three incidents involving you coming into contact with police during the last 16 

months. From these I am satisfied evidence has not been fabricated or falsely reported to 
the police with a view to criminalising you. I have therefore not upheld this allegation.” 
 

Consideration of Complaint 7  
 
The response explained to the applicant that the police are duty bound to investigate reports received 
by members of the public. The response then referred to the three incidents in which the applicant had 
been brought to the attention of police and thereafter explained the action taken on each occasion. The 
response in this connection is supported by copies of the relevant incident reports – all of which were 
provided to the PIRC and examined during the course of the review. 
 
Although the response provided by Chief Inspector C has focussed on 3 incidents, the available 
evidence would tend to suggest that Mrs A had potentially contacted the police on more than 3 
occasions.  
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During the course of the review, the PIRC requested copies of entries that were made onto both the 
Scottish Intelligence Database (SID) and the Vulnerable Persons Database (VPD) about the applicant 
and Mrs A. 
 
In addition to the dates provided in the response to the applicant, it is noted that concern reports had 
been created on VPD in response to concerns reported by Mrs A on the following dates (in reverse 
chronological order): 01 July 2017; 28 June 2017; 24 March 2017; 21 December 2016; 16 December 
2016; 12 December 2016; and the 15 November 2016. It is also noted that the some of the 
aforementioned concern reports also resulted in corresponding entries being recorded onto SID.  
 
Having reviewed the content of these reports,  the PIRC has identified that many of the concerns 
reported by Mrs A appeared to primarily focus on issues associated with child contact arrangements in 
place between the applicant and Mrs A. It is also noted that the action taken by the police in response 
to these concerns has included the following: officers being tasked with attending the applicant’s 
parents address to warn him about his conduct; an increased number of police patrols in Mrs A’s local 
area; an Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) marker placed on the applicant’s father’s vehicle 
alongside markers placed against Mrs A’s address, the address of Mrs A’s child minder, and the 
address of Mrs A’s new partner. The officers have also carried out open-source research on one of the 
applicant’s social media pages, and have directly contacted the COPFS with a view to pursuing the 
applicant for his behaviour as a course of conduct that might amount to stalking. The PIRC also notes 
that Police Scotland have recorded information onto SID regarding the applicant’s current address and 
vehicles he might have access to. 
 
At present, the protocols relative to the recording, use, and sharing of intelligence held on SID is 
contained in the Police Scotland SID Standard Operating Procedure (“SID SOP), which details the SID 
Rules, Conventions and Data Input Standards, and makes reference to the legacy National Criminal 
Intelligence Service (NCIS) Code of Practice, and the Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland 
(ACPOS) Manual of Standards for the Recording and Dissemination of Intelligence Material. These 
documents provide that the origin of any intelligence must be appropriately graded in accordance with 
the ‘5x5x5’ system, which aims to ensure adherence to the Data Protection Act 1998 and the European 
Convention on Human Rights in relation to intelligence records held on persons. 
 
The ‘5x5x5’  system is used by UK police forces to evaluate the following: the reliability of the source 
providing the information; the accuracy of the intelligence itself; and its potential to be disclosed or 
shared with other agencies. Prior to be recorded onto SID, intelligence submitted by police officers and 
police staff must be assessed by an intelligence officer, who should examine it to determine whether it 
meets the standard grounds for recording onto the system. At present, the “standard grounds” for 
recording intelligence on SID is set out in section 4.1.2 of the SID SOP, whereby it clearly makes 
reference to the fact by recording and disseminating the intelligence, it will be of value in: 
 

 The interests of National Security; 

 The prevention and detection of crime and disorder; 

 The maintenance of community safety; 

 The assessment of collection of any tax or duty or of any imposition of a similar 
nature; or 
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 Otherwise serves a significant public interest 
 
It is evident that the steps taken by Police Scotland in response to the allegations made by Mrs A are 
due to the fact that they had concerns about the applicant’s conduct. Whilst the PIRC is fully 
appreciative of the fact that domestic violence is a high profile policing priority for which a victim’s safety 
is paramount, it is not considered that the applicant’s alleged conduct as reported by Mrs A would, 
prima facie, amount to criminality. More significantly, there is nothing to suggest that the applicant has 
been previously convicted  for any offence that could be construed as domestic abuse. To this end, it is 
questionable as to whether the standard grounds for recording intelligence about the applicant onto SID 
has been met.  
 
Furthermore, whilst the applicant might not have had direct contact with the police in respect of the 
incidents stated above, it is clear that the reported concerns resulted in an extremely robust, and 
somewhat disproportionate, response having been taken by Police Scotland. Whilst this may be due to 
the fact that the crux of the concerns reported by Mrs A predominately centred around issues pertaining 
to child contact, the fact that the response may have been disproportionate given Mrs A’s role as a 
serving police officer cannot fully be discounted for the reasons outlined above. 
 
Furthermore, by focussing solely on the 3 incidents stated in the response, Chief Inspector C has failed 
to assess whether or not the police action taken has been both appropriate and proportionate to the 
nature of the concerns reported on every occasion – not just the 3 incidents that have been highlighted 
in the response. 
 
Accordingly, it is considered that the response is inadequately reasoned and fails to reflect all available 
material evidence. 
 
It is therefore concluded that this complaint has not been handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland which is 
detailed at the end of this report. 
 
 
Complaint 8: Officer’s actions 
 
The applicant complained that between 1 July 2016 and 7 December 2016 respectively, an officer 
caused the police to attend at his parent’s address; telephoned him to warn him in relation to his 
conduct; and later telephoned him again in relation to his conduct towards his wife. 
 
Police Handling of Complaint 8 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaint as follows: 
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“Between 1 July 2016 and 7 December 2016, [temporary Detective Inspector J] caused 
Police Officers to attend at your parents address, telephoned you to warn you about your 
actions in relation to your wife and later telephoned you again in relation to your conduct 
towards your wife. This is assessed as an Other — Non Criminal allegation which I have not 
upheld for the following reasons:-  
 
You state that you are unhappy with the fact that [temporary Detective Inspector J] has 
made contact with you by arranging for police officers from [named area] Police to visit you 
at your parents address as well as phoning you directly herself.  
 

[temporary Detective Inspector J] provided a witness statement. She works in the Domestic 

Abuse Investigation Unit and as the name suggests officers there deal directly with people 
believed to be victims of domestic abuse of any kind. Part of their work focuses on ongoing 
safety planning for victims. 

 
Following contact with your wife who expressed concerns regarding direct contact made by 
you with her, she asked for you to be advised that any future contact should be made 
through your respective solicitors. On receipt of this request, [temporary Detective Inspector 
J]  made efforts to contact you to convey this message to prevent further incidents 
occurring. This advice was reinforced with [Mrs A] as well by [temporary Detective Inspector 
J].  
 
As a result, [temporary Detective Inspector J] requested [named area] Police visit your only 
known address to deliver this message to you and when visited they spoke to your parents 
who had no current address where you were staying whilst working in [named area]. In an 
effort to advise you of the request she called your mobile number and left a message for 
you to call her back.  
 
On 13 July 2016 you telephoned [temporary Detective Inspector J] and spoke to her at 
which I understand the message was passed. On 7 December 2016, following more 
concerns raised by [Mrs A] regarding direct contact, again called you so as to reinforce the 
message about restricting contact through respective solicitors.  
 
Acting as a supporting factor in this case, I believe [temporary Detective Inspector J’s] 
actions were based on the belief that [Mrs A] was being truthful and requiring the support of 
the police during the times mentioned and her actions in contacting you whilst clearly not 
welcomed by you, were necessary and proportionate in the circumstances and also 

provided an opportunity for you to be kept clearly advised of any ongoing issues.” 
 
Consideration of Complaint 8 
 
Temporary Detective Inspector J has provided a statement to this allegation to inform the complaint 
investigation. It is noted the statement provided has been reflected in the police response to the 
applicant. Within her statement, Temporary Detective Inspector J stated that Mrs A had reported 
concerns to her regarding the applicant’s contact. At this time, Mrs A asked for the applicant to be 
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warned so as to stop further contact with her; and to be told that he has to go through his solicitor if he 
wished to make arrangements for contact with the children. 
 
As stated in the response, Temporary Detective Inspector J thereafter arranged for officers from 
another force area to attend at the applicant’s parents’ home address (where the applicant was 
staying). Temporary Detective Inspector J requested that the officers warned the applicant to cease 
direct contact with Mrs A; and to advise him to go through his solicitor in order to  arrange contact with 
his children. 
 
As further reflected in the response, the officers who attended at the applicant’s parents’ address had 

been unable to speak with him. This resulted in Temporary Detective Inspector J having contacted the 
applicant via his mobile phone to advise him to refrain from contacting Mrs A unless contact was made 
through his solicitor. The police response also explained that Temporary Detective Inspector J 
contacted the applicant again via his mobile phone several months later in response to further concerns 
reported to her by Mrs A. In this phone conversation, she again reinforced the message that any 
contact with Mrs A should be made through his solicitor. 
 
The response to the applicant reasoned that the action taken by Temporary Detective Inspector J was 
both necessary and proportionate given the circumstances. 
 
However, it is noted that the concerns reported by Mrs A on these occasions had focussed on the 
applicant having contacted her to arrange contact with his children out-with pre-arranged times. It is 
also noted that there is nothing to suggest that the applicant’s behaviour was criminal, nor was he 
subject to any court or bail conditions that prevented him from making contact with Mrs A. In addition, 
there is nothing to suggest that the contact between arrangements had been formalised through a court 
order or otherwise. 
 
Accordingly, whilst the PIRC appreciates that Temporary Detective Inspector J may have had concerns 
about the conduct of the applicant, with the action she thereafter took designed to support to Mrs A, it is 
considered that Police Scotland did not have any legal basis in which to warn the applicant to desist 
from his alleged behaviour. 
 
Furthermore, although Temporary Detective Inspector J stated that the applicant’s mobile telephone 
number was passed to her by one of the officers who attended to warn the applicant at which time she 
telephoned him, it is not clear why she did not obtain this number from the outset before she made the 
decision to ask officers from another force area to attend personally at his parents’ home address. 
 

This naturally raises the question as to whether due consideration could have been given by Temporary 
Detective Inspector J for a more proportionate response to have been adopted given the nature of the 
concerns reported to her by Mrs A. 
 
For the above stated reasons, it is considered that the response is inadequately reasoned. 
 
It is therefore concluded that this complaint was not handled to a reasonable standard. 
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Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland which is 
detailed at the end of this report.  
 
Delay  
 
Police Scotland’s Complaints about the Police Standard Operating Procedure (Complaints SOP) states 
that they will aim to respond to complainers within a period of 56 days from the date that they receive a 
complaint to its conclusion. In this case, the applicant submitted his complaints in writing on 9 January 
2017 and received a response in a letter dated 17 July 2017 – a period of approximately 189 days 
 
However, whilst it is acknowledged that Police Scotland have issued their response to the applicant 
out-with their specified timescale of 56 days, it is noted that Inspector B maintained contact with the 
applicant during the complaint investigation and provided regular updates. Inspector B also explained to 
the applicant the reason for delay and offered the applicant an apology in this regard. This apology was 
re-iterated by Chief Inspector C in the final response letter issued to the applicant. 
 
In addition, given the volume and complexity of the allegations made by the applicant and the 
subsequent level of enquiry carried out, the PIRC does not consider the length of time taken to 
conclude the investigation to be  unreasonable. 
 
As such, no further action is required in this connection. 
 
 
Impartiality 
 
In his correspondence with the PIRC, the applicant highlighted his concerns that the enquiry officer 
overseeing the investigation into his complaints had worked in the same division as Mrs A. It was the 
applicant’s belief this amounted to a conflict of interest. 
 
The Complaints SOP states that any officer appointed to investigate a complaint should have had no 
prior involvement in the matter being investigated. However, the PIRC does note that one of the 
concern reports examined during the course of the review had made reference to Inspector B being 
aware of the on-going concerns reported by Mrs A. Accordingly, whilst it is unclear if Inspector B had 
any direct involvement in the matters reported by Mrs A, the entry would tend to suggest he had an 
oversight of the situation. However, that being said, there is nothing to suggest that Inspector B’s 
impartiality had been compromised. 
 
Nonetheless, the PIRC considers it appropriate to issue a reconsideration direction for the complaints 
identified as not handled to a reasonable standard. This is in part to address the concerns that the 
police response was disproportionate to the concerns reported by Mrs A. In addition, this will serve as a 
learning point for Police Scotland in the future, whereby they should ensure that any officer appointed 
to investigate a complaint is sufficiently independent from the matter under investigation. This will 
ensure that all complaint investigations are conducted in a fair and impartial manner. 
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Reconsideration direction 
 
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland in respect 
of complaints 1,2, 3, 7 and 8. 
 
The reconsideration is not subject to the PIRC’s supervision. In terms of section 37(1) of the Act, Police 
Scotland must now appoint a person to reconsider this complaint. The person appointed must not have 
had any previous involvement in the consideration of the complaint. Police Scotland must also adhere 

to the obligations set out in sections 38 and 40 of the Act, as appropriate. 
 
Complaint 1 
 
To address the shortcomings identified in the handling of Complaint 1, Police Scotland should  
 
(a) Obtain a further statement from Constable D in which he is asked to address exactly when Mrs A 
told him that she had recorded the incident and when he listened to this recording: 
 
(b) based on this account, reassess the complaint as a whole; and 
 
(c) consider if the police response to the available evidence remains appropriate. 
 
Complaint 2 
 
To address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 2, Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations made within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. Depending on the outcome of the additional enquiry, an apology 
should be offered to the applicant if appropriate to do so. 
 
Complaint 3  
 
To address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 3 Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations made within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. In doing so, Police Scotland should consider if the conduct reported 
would reasonably amount to an offence under the relevant legislation and therefore consider if 
detaining the applicant had been a reasonable and proportionate response. Depending on the outcome 
of the additional enquiry, an apology should be offered to the applicant it if is appropriate to do so. 
 
Complaint 7 
 
To address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 7, Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. In doing so, Police Scotland should consider each incident reported by 
Mrs A and address if the action taken by the police on each occasion was appropriate and 
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proportionate to nature of the concerns reported. Depending on the outcome of the additional enquiry, 
an apology should be offered to the applicant if appropriate to do so. 
 
In addition to the above, given that the nature of the concerns reported resulted in the creation of 
intelligence records, it is also recommended that Police Scotland review the intelligence held and 
assess its relevance in accordance with Section 7.1.3 of the Police Scotland SID Standard Operating 
Procedure which states: 
 

‘While the requirement for information from intelligence sources to be subject to evaluation of 
reliability and worth prior to being recorded on any intelligence system is acknowledged, it is 
equally crucial that such material is retained only for so long as it remains relevant. The undue  
guarding of historical and irrelevant information not only undermines data protection 
principles….diminishes the capability for officers to reflect on accurate and compelling 
intelligence’ 

 
The latter aspect of this reconsideration direction is only relevant to the PIRC, for which it is requested 
that Police Scotland provide the PIRC with confirmation that the intelligence has been reviewed and 
provides an explanation for any action taken. 
 
Complaint 8 
 
In order to address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 8, Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations made within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. In doing so, Police Scotland should explain the legal basis for the 
action taken. It should also assess if the action taken was both necessary and proportionate given the 
nature of the concerns reported. In particular, the response should address if it was appropriate for 
officers from another force area to have been tasked with attending at the applicant’s parent’s address 
in person to warn him if alternative  means of contact was available (i.e. mobile telephone). Depending 
on the outcome of the additional enquiry, an apology should be offered to the applicant if appropriate to 
do so.  
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5.   Conclusions   

 
Complaints  4, 5 and 6 
 
It is concluded that these complaints have been handled to a reasonable standard. No further action is 
required. 
 
 
Complaints 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 
 
Under section 35(7) of the 2006 Act, a reconsideration direction is issued to Police Scotland in respect 
of complaints 1,2, 3, 7 and 8. 
 
The reconsideration is not subject to the PIRC’s supervision. In terms of section 37(1) of the Act, Police 
Scotland must now appoint a person to reconsider this complaint. The person appointed must not have 
had any previous involvement in the consideration of the complaint. Police Scotland must also adhere 
to the obligations set out in sections 38 and 40 of the Act, as appropriate. 
 
Complaint 1 
 
To address the shortcomings identified in the handling of Complaint 1, Police Scotland should  
 
(a) Obtain a further statement from Constable D in which he is asked to address exactly when Mrs A 
told him that she had recorded the incident and when he listened to this recording: 
 
(b) based on this account, reassess the complaint as a whole; and 
 
(c) consider if the police response to the available evidence remains appropriate. 
 
Complaint 2 
 
To address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 2, Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations made within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. Depending on the outcome of the additional enquiry, an apology 
should be offered to the applicant if appropriate to do so. 
 
Complaint 3  
 
To address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 3 Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations made within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. In doing so, Police Scotland should consider if the conduct reported 
would reasonably amount to an offence under the relevant legislation and therefore consider if 
detaining the applicant had been a reasonable and proportionate response. Depending on the outcome 
of the additional enquiry, an apology should be offered to the applicant it if is appropriate to do so. 
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Complaint 7 
 
To address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 7, Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. In doing so, Police Scotland should consider each incident reported by 
Mrs A and address if the action taken by the police on each occasion was appropriate and 
proportionate to nature of the concerns reported. Depending on the outcome of the additional enquiry, 
an apology should be offered to the applicant if appropriate to do so. 
 
In addition to the above, given that the nature of the concerns reported resulted in the creation of 
intelligence records, it is also recommended that Police Scotland review the intelligence held and 
assess its relevance in accordance with Section 7.1.3 of the Police Scotland SID Standard Operating 
Procedure which states: 
 

‘While the requirement for information from intelligence sources to be subject to evaluation of 
reliability and worth prior to being recorded on any intelligence system is acknowledged, it is 
equally crucial that such material is retained only for so long as it remains relevant. The undue  
guarding of historical and irrelevant information not only undermines data protection 
principles….diminishes the capability for officers to reflect on accurate and compelling 
intelligence’ 

 
The latter aspect of this reconsideration direction is only relevant to the PIRC, for which it is requested 
that Police Scotland provide the PIRC with confirmation that the intelligence has been reviewed and 
provides an explanation for any action taken. 
 
Complaint 8 
 
In order to address the short-comings identified in the handling of Complaint 8, Police Scotland should 
reconsider the complaint with direct reference to the observations made within this report and issue the 
applicant with a fresh response. In doing so, Police Scotland should explain the legal basis for the 
action taken. It should also assess if the action taken was both necessary and proportionate given the 
nature of the concerns reported. In particular, the response should address if it was appropriate for 
officers from another force area to have been tasked with attending at the applicant’s parent’s address 
in person to warn him if alternative  means of contact was available (i.e. mobile telephone). Depending 
on the outcome of the additional enquiry, an apology should be offered to the applicant if appropriate to 
do so.  
 

            Kirstin McPhee 
Review Officer 

 
 

Jacqui Jeffrey 
Senior Review Officer 
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